
FELLOWES Binding Machine Electric 
“QUASAR-E 500”

Medium duty electric comb binding machine ideal for 
large office use
Punches up to 25 sheets at a time with the touch of a 
button; Binds up to 500 sheets with a 2” comb
Vertical document loading ensures accurate punch 
alignment
Enhanced accuracy edge guide for pinpoint punch 
alignment
Built-in comb storage tray features document thickness 
guide for selecting comb width

Code: 49006

Read More

SKU: FE5620901

Categories: Comb Binders, Fellowes, Office Machines

Product Description

Quasar E Product Features

(See Image) 
Add a sleek, professional finish to presentations, reference documents, proposals, and more with the 
Fellowes Quasar E Electric Large Office Comb Binder. Featuring an easy-to-use, streamlined design, 
the comb binder allows users to punch and bind in a continuous manner, increasing productivity. The 
Quasar electrically punches up to 25 pages at a time. It features vertical document loading for accurate 
punch alignment, and a enhanced accuracy edge guide for pinpoint punch alignment to accurately 
center documents, ensuring all of your large office binding needs are met by one machine. 

Designed for daily use in large offices
Efficient, user-friendly design maximizes productivity
Electrically punch up to 25 sheets at a time
Built-in, mistake-proof tool helps you select the right comb size for your documents
Align and center documents with ease
Backed by a limited, two-year warranty

Fellowes Quasar E Key Features

(See Image)
Adjustable Edge Guide Centers documents with ease.

https://completesupplies.com.mt/product/fellowes-binding-machine-electric-quasar-e-500/
https://completesupplies.com.mt/product-category/office-machines/comb-binders/
https://completesupplies.com.mt/product-category/brands/fellowes/
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(See Image)
Vertical Document Loading for Easy Alignment Using vertical document loading, the Quasar E is 
designed to accurately align the punches of every document you bind. An adjustable edge guide allows 
documents to be centered with ease and precision.
(See Image)
Quickly Punch and Bind Large Documents The Quasar E is capable of punching up to 25 sheets at 
a time. It can bind up to 500 pages with a 2-inch comb.
(See Image)
Comb/Document Measurement Device A built-in, mistake-proof measuring tool helps you select the 
right comb size for your document. Additionally, you can keep your supplies neatly stored and 
organized inside the Quasar E with the internal storage tray. When it's time to clean up, a front-access 
tray offers easy, mess-free waste disposal.
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